Empirical Determination of Dark Matter Velocities Using Metal-Poor Stars
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The Milky Way dark matter halo is formed from the accretion of smaller subhalos. These sub-units also harbor stars—typically old and metal-poor—that are deposited in the Galactic inner regions by disruption events. In this Letter, we show that the dark matter and metal-poor stars in the Solar neighborhood share similar kinematics due to their common origin. Using the high-resolution eris simulation, which traces the evolution of both the dark matter and baryons in a realistic Milky Way analog galaxy, we demonstrate that metal-poor stars are indeed effective tracers for the local, virialized dark matter velocity distribution. The local dark matter velocities can therefore be inferred from observations of the stellar halo made by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey within 4 kpc of the Sun. This empirical distribution differs from the standard halo model in important ways and suggests that the bounds on the spin-independent scattering cross section may be weakened for dark matter masses below ~10 GeV. Data from Gaia will allow us to further refine the expected distribution for the smooth dark matter component, and to test for the presence of local substructure.
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Introduction.—The velocity distribution of dark matter (DM) in the Milky Way provides a fossil record of the galaxy’s evolutionary history. In the ΛCDM paradigm, the Milky Way’s DM halo forms from the hierarchical merger of smaller subhalos [1]. As a subhalo falls into, and then orbits, its host galaxy, it is tidally disrupted and continues to shed mass until it completely dissolves. With time, this tidal debris virializes and becomes smoothly distributed in phase space. Debris from more recent mergers that has not equilibrated can exhibit spatial or kinematic substructure [2–11].

Knowledge of the DM velocity distribution is required to interpret results from direct detection experiments [12,13], which search for DM particles that scatter off terrestrial targets. The scattering rate in these experiments depends on both the local number density and velocity of the DM [14,15]. In the standard halo model (SHM), the velocity distribution is modeled as a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, which assumes that the DM distribution is isotropic and in equilibrium [13]. Deviations from these assumptions can be important for certain classes of DM models (see [15] for a review).

N-body simulations, which trace the buildup of Milky Way–like halos in a cosmological context, do find differences with the SHM. In DM-only simulations, this is most commonly manifested as an excess of high-velocity particles as compared to a Maxwellian distribution with the same peak velocity [16–18]. However, full hydrodynamic simulations, which include gas and stars, find that the presence of baryons makes the DM halos more spherical and the velocities more isotropic, consistent with the SHM [19–23].

In this Letter, we demonstrate that the DM velocity distribution can be empirically determined using populations of metal-poor stars in the Solar neighborhood. This proposal relies on the fact that these old stars share a merger history with DM in the ΛCDM framework, and should therefore exhibit similar kinematics. The hierarchical formation of DM halos implies that the Milky Way’s stellar halo also formed from the accretion, and eventual disruption, of dwarf galaxies [24–29]. For example, the chemical abundance patterns of the stellar halo can be explained by the accretion—nearly 10 Gyr ago—of a few ~5 × 10¹⁰ M⊙ DM halos hosting dwarf-irregular galaxies [30–32]. The stars from these accreted galaxies would have characteristic chemical abundances.

A star’s abundance of iron, Fe, and α elements (O, Ca, Mg, Si, Ti) depends on its host galaxy’s evolution. Core-collapse supernova (SN), like type II, result in greater α-enrichment relative to Fe over the order of a few Myr. Thermonuclear SN, such as type Ia, however, act on longer time scales and produce large amounts of Fe relative to α elements. For a galaxy that experiences only a brief star-formation period, the enrichment of its interstellar medium is dominated by explosions of core-collapse SN, suppressing Fe abundances. Observations indicate that the Milky Way’s inner stellar halo, which extends out to ~20 kpc, is metal poor, with an iron abundance of [Fe/H] ~ −1.5 and α enhancement of [α/Fe] ∼ 0.3 [33–38]. [The stellar abundance of element X relative to Y is defined as \[X/Y = \log_{10}(N_X/N_Y) - \log_{10}(N_X/N_Y)_⊙,\] where \(N_i\) is the number density of the \(i\)th element.]

To demonstrate the correlation between the stellar and DM velocity distributions, we use the eris simulation, one of the highest-resolution hydrodynamic simulations of a...
Milky Way–like galaxy [39]. We show that the velocity distribution of metal-poor halo stars in ERIS successfully traces that of the virialized DM component in the Solar neighborhood. The correspondence between the DM and stellar kinematics is best when \([\text{Fe}/\text{H}] < -3\). In general, the average metallicity of the stars in a satellite correlates with its mass [40], with the most metal-poor stars dominating in the ultrafaint dwarf galaxies with stellar masses below \(\sim 10^3 \, M_\odot\). While the metallicity distributions of classical dwarfs with stellar masses between \(\sim 10^5 – 10^6 \, M_\odot\) typically have average values \([\text{Fe}/\text{H}] \gtrsim -2\), their tails extend down to much lower values. As a result, these satellites can contribute a significant fraction \((\sim 40\% – 80\%\) of the stars with \([\text{Fe}/\text{H}] < -2\), as was shown in [41]. Because the very metal-poor end of the stellar distribution samples tidal debris from a broad swath of satellite masses, it does a better job at tracing the kinematics of the dark matter halo, which is a product of the full merger history.

Given the correlation observed in ERIS, we then use results from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) to infer the local velocity distribution for the smooth DM component in our Galaxy. The result differs from the SHM in important ways. If these results continue to hold as upcoming surveys probe increasingly lower metallicities, it would suggest that current limits on spin-independent DM may be too strong for masses below \(\sim 10\) GeV.

The Eris simulation.—ERIS is a cosmological zoom-in simulation that employs smoothed particle hydrodynamics to model the DM, gas, and stellar distributions in a Milky Way–like galaxy from \(z = 90\) to today [39,42]. It employs the TREESPH code GASOLINE [43] to simulate the evolution of the galaxy in a WMAP cosmology [44]. The mass resolution is \(9.8 \times 10^4\) and \(2 \times 10^5 \, M_\odot\) for each DM and gas “particle,” respectively. An overview of the simulation is provided in Refs. [39,42,45–47], and we summarize the relevant aspects for our study here.

The ERIS DM halo has a virial mass of \(M_{\text{vir}} = 7.9 \times 10^{11} \, M_\odot\) and radius \(R_{\text{vir}} = 239\) kpc, and experienced no major mergers after \(z = 3\). Within \(R_{\text{vir}}\), there are \(7 \times 10^5\), \(3 \times 10^5\), and \(8.6 \times 10^6\) DM, gas, and star particles, respectively. At \(z = 0\), the DM halo hosts a late-type spiral galaxy. The disk has a scale length of \(2.5\) kpc and exponential scale height of \(490\) pc at \(8\) kpc from the galactic center. The properties of the ERIS disk and halo are comparable to their Milky Way values [39,45].

A star “particle” of mass \(6 \times 10^3 \, M_\odot\) is produced if the local gas density exceeds 5 atoms/cm\(^3\). The star formation rate depends on the gas density, \(\rho_{\text{gas}}\), as \(d\rho_*/dt = 0.1 \rho_{\text{gas}} / t_{\text{dyn}}\), where \(\rho_*/\text{dyn}\) is the stellar density and \(t_{\text{dyn}}\) is the dynamical time. Metals are redistributed by stellar winds and type Ia and type II SNe [46,47]. The abundances of Fe and O are tracked as the simulation evolves, while the abundances of all other elements are extrapolated assuming their measured solar values [48]. The Supplemental Material provides a detailed explanation for the chemical abundance modeling in ERIS [49].

Stars may either be bound to the main host halo or to its satellites when they form. We are primarily interested in the latter, as these stars share a common origin with the DM. The vast majority of halo stars in ERIS originated in satellites and are older than those born in the host [45]. They are more metal poor than disk stars, on average, and we take advantage of this difference to distinguish the two components in the ERIS galaxy.

Stellar tracers for dark matter.—Figure 1 shows the density distribution of the DM and stars in ERIS as a function of Galactocentric radius. The distribution for all stars is steeper than that for DM. However, this includes contributions from the thin and thick disks, as well as halo stars. To select the stars that are most likely to be members of the halo, we place cuts on both the Fe and \(\alpha\)-element abundances. Figure 1 illustrates what happens when progressively stronger cuts are placed on \([\text{Fe}/\text{H}]\), while keeping \([\alpha/\text{Fe}] > 0.2\). As the cut on iron abundance varies from \([\text{Fe}/\text{H}] < -1\) to \([\text{Fe}/\text{H}] < -3\), the density falloff becomes noticeably more shallow.

Because the focus of this Letter is the DM distribution in the Solar neighborhood, we consider Galactocentric radii in the range \(|r - r_\odot| \leq 2\) kpc, where \(r_\odot = 8\) kpc is the Sun’s position. In this range, the DM distribution falls off as \(\rho(r) \propto r^{-2.07 \pm 0.01}\), which is essentially consistent with the best-fit power law for the most metal-poor subsample, which falls off as \(\rho(r) \propto r^{-2.24 \pm 0.12}\). This illustrates that the stars with lower iron abundance are adequate tracers for the underlying DM density distribution (see also Ref. [59]).

![FIG. 1. The density distribution as a function of Galactocentric radius for the dark matter (black) and all stars (cyan) in ERIS. The distributions for subsamples of stars with \([\alpha/\text{Fe}] > 0.2\) and \([\text{Fe}/\text{H}] < -1, -2, -3\) are also shown (dotted brown, dashed red, and solid orange, respectively). The density of the most metal-poor stellar population exhibits the same dependence on radius as the dark matter near the Sun’s position, \(r_\odot \sim 8\) kpc.](image-url)
The correspondence between the density distributions breaks down above \( r \gtrsim 20 \) kpc, indicating a transition from the inner to the outer halo that is consistent with observations [60].

Figure 2 compares the velocity distribution of candidate halo stars in ERIS with that of the DM. (Throughout, we define the \( z \)-axis to be oriented along the angular momentum vector of the stars.) For comparison, we also show the stellar distribution with no metallicity cuts; it is dominated by disk stars with a characteristic peak at \( v_\phi \approx 220 \) km/s and narrow dispersions in the radial and vertical directions. All distributions are shown for \( |r - r_0| \leq 2 \) kpc. Because direct detection experiments are only sensitive to DM within the Solar neighborhood, we restrict its vertical displacement from the disk to be \( |z_{DM}| \leq 2 \) kpc. The stellar distributions are shown with no cut on the vertical displacement—that is, with only the \( |r - r_0| \leq 2 \) kpc requirement applied. The stellar distributions become statistics limited if \( |z| \leq z_0 \) for \( z_0 = 2 \) kpc is also required. We have verified that the results do not change if we restrict the metal-poor population to vertical displacements where \( z_0 > 2 \) kpc.

The \( v_r \) and \( v_z \) distributions show an excellent correspondence between the halo stars and the DM. Indeed, as increasingly more metal-poor stars are selected, their velocity distribution approaches that of the DM exactly. We apply the two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to establish whether the DM and halo stars share the same \( v_r \) and \( v_z \) probability distributions. The null hypothesis that the DM and stars share the same parent distribution is rejected at 95% confidence if the \( p \) value is less than 0.05. The \( p \) values for the \( (v_r, v_z) \) distributions are (0.9, 0.1) for \([\text{Fe/H}] < -3\), suggesting that its velocity distribution is indistinguishable from that of the DM in the radial and vertical directions.

Interpreting the distribution of azimuthal velocities requires more care. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the azimuthal velocities are skewed to positive values for both the DM and halo stars. The prograde rotation in the DM distribution is attributable to the “dark disk,” which comprises \(~9\%\) of all the DM in the Solar neighborhood in ERIS [45]. Dark disks form from the disruption of subhalos as they pass through the galactic disk. Subhalos on prograde orbits are preferentially disrupted due to dynamical friction, leading to a corotating DM disk [62]. The effect on the stars is similar, and indeed more pronounced, due to dissipative interactions between halo stars and the disk [45]. The end result is that the halo stars systematically underpredict the DM distribution at negative azimuthal velocities.

Current observations suggest that our own Milky Way has an inner halo with either modest or vanishing prograde rotation [60,61], and constrain the possible contributions from a dark disk [63]. This suggests that the mergers that resulted in ERIS’s prograde halo might not have occurred in our own Galaxy, making the comparison of the DM and halo azimuthal motions more straightforward in realization. In the absence of such mergers, we assume that the DM and metal-poor stars have \( v_\phi \) distributions that match just as well as those in the \( v_r \) and \( v_z \) cases.

We have verified that the results presented in Fig. 2 are robust even as the spatial and \( [\alpha/\text{Fe}] \) cuts are varied. We consider \([\alpha/\text{Fe}] \in [0.2, 0.4]\), remove the \( [\alpha/\text{Fe}] \) cut altogether, and study the region where \( |r - r_0| \leq 1 \) kpc. In all these cases, the conclusions remain the same.

**Empirical velocity distribution.**—We now look to the kinematic properties of the Milky Way’s stellar halo to infer the local DM velocities by extrapolating the correspondence argued above to our Galaxy. We use as a reference the sample studied in [64], where spatial, chemical, and kinematic properties of halo stars have been characterized using SDSS data. The sample includes stars within distances of 4 kpc of the Sun and Galactocentric radii \( 7 < r < 10 \) kpc. The cylindrical velocity components for

![FIG. 2. Distributions of the three separate velocity components of the DM (solid black) and stars in ERIS. The velocities are in the Galactocentric frame, where the \( z \)-axis is oriented along the stellar angular momentum vector. The stellar distributions are shown separately for different metallicities, with \([\alpha/\text{Fe}] > 0.2\) and iron abundance varying from \([\text{Fe/H}] < -1\) (dotted brown) to \([\text{Fe/H}] < -3\) (solid orange). The distribution for all stars—dominated primarily by the disk—is also shown (solid cyan). All distributions are shown for \( |r - r_0| \leq 2 \) kpc; the DM is additionally required to lie within 2 kpc of the plane. To guide the eye, the orange shading highlights the differences between the DM and \([\text{Fe/H}] < -3\) distributions. The discrepancy in the \( v_\phi \) distributions is due to the preferential disruption of subhalos on prograde orbits in ERIS; observations of the Milky Way halo do not see such pronounced prograde rotation [60,61].](image)
the stars in this volume are provided in separate metallicity bins and we focus on the lowest two: [Fe/H] ∈ [−2.2, −2] and < −2.2.

Figure 3 shows the Galactocentric speed distributions for the metal-poor stars, obtained by generating a mock catalog from the distributions of the separate velocity components provided in [64]. We assume that the velocity components are uncorrelated, which is only approximately valid; small $O(10^3)$ correlations have been observed between the radial and $z$-component cylindrical velocities [61, 64]. The distribution for [Fe/H] < −2.2 has a larger dispersion than that for [Fe/H] ∈ [−2.2, −2]. The peak speed for both distributions is essentially the same, falling within the range $v$ ~ 160–180 km/s.

For comparison, the SHM is also shown in Fig. 3. The SHM has isotropic dispersions ($\sigma = \sigma_r = \sigma_z$) and is described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution $f(v) \propto e^{-v^2/2\sigma^2}$. This corresponds to a collisionless isothermal distribution with density $\rho(r) \propto r^{-2}$, and yields a flat rotation curve with circular velocity $v_c^2 = 2\sigma^2$, where $v_c \sim 220$ km/s. (Recent determinations of the disk rotation speed typically place its value higher by ~5%–15%, though some models predict best-fit values as low as ~200 km/s—see [15] and references therein.) We see that the stellar speed distributions approach that of the SHM as more metal-poor stars are selected, although they systematically underestimate the number of high-speed particles above $v \gtrsim 200$ km/s. We stress that there is an important difference between the SHM and SDSS distributions that is not evident from Fig. 3: namely, the metal-poor stellar distributions are not isotropic, a basic assumption underlying the SHM.

If the SDSS halo stars are adequate tracers for the local DM, then Fig. 3 suggests that the DM speeds may be slower, on average, than what is expected in the SHM. This can lead to noticeable differences in the predicted signal rate for direct detection experiments. If a DM particle of mass $m_x$ scatters off a nucleus with momentum transfer $q$ and effective cross section $\sigma(q^2)$, the scattering rate is

$$\frac{dR}{dE_{\text{cut}}} = \frac{\rho_F}{2m_x\mu} \sigma(q^2) F(q) \int_{v_{\text{min}}}^{\infty} f\left[v + v_{\text{obs}}(t)\right] dv,$$

where $E_{\text{cut}}$ is the recoil energy of the nucleus, $\rho_F$ is the local DM density, $\mu$ is the DM-nucleus reduced mass, $F(q)$ is the exponential nuclear form factor [14], $v_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum velocity needed to scatter, and $v_{\text{obs}}(t)$ is the velocity of the lab frame relative to the Galactic frame. (When transforming the stellar speed distributions in Fig. 3 to the heliocentric frame, we assume that they are spatially isotropic.) Taking the exposure of the LUX experiment, with $3.35 \times 10^4$ kg days and a minimum energy threshold of 1.1 keV [65], we derive the 95% one-sided Poisson C.L. bound (3.0 events) on the scattering cross section as a function of the DM mass. The result is shown in the inset of Fig. 3 for the SHM and SDSS distributions. The bounds on the lightest DM are weakened when the empirical distribution is used rather than the SHM.

**Conclusions.**—In this Letter, we propose that DM velocities can be determined empirically using metal-poor stars in the Solar neighborhood. Low-metallicity stars are typically born in galaxies outside our own. Like DM, they are dragged into the Milky Way through mergers, and predominantly populate the halo surrounding the disk. We demonstrate the close correlation between the distributions of DM and metal-poor stars using the Eris simulation, and conclude that the kinematics of the stellar population tracks that of the virialized DM. To verify the generality of these findings and understand their dependence on the merger history, this study should be repeated with other hydrodynamic simulations of Milky Way–like halos and generalizations of $\Lambda$CDM, such as self-interacting DM. In future work, we plan to determine the origin of the metal-poor stars in Eris and characterize the properties of the merger history that dictate the correspondence between the stars and the dark matter. This will strengthen our understanding of how to generalize the simulation results to our own Galaxy.

This Letter focused on the virialized DM component, but we now comment briefly on recovering information regarding DM substructure. The velocity distribution of the most metal-poor stars should predominantly sample the oldest mergers [41] and therefore correlate with the virialized DM. In contrast, substructure should arise from younger mergers whose tidal debris has not fully virialized with the host. Whether these recently disrupted satellites contribute stellar debris at the very

---

**FIG. 3.** Galactocentric speed distributions for SDSS stars within 4 kpc of the Sun and Galactocentric distances of $7 < r < 10$ kpc, based on results from [64]. The distributions are shown for [Fe/H] ∈ [−2.2, −2] (solid purple) and [Fe/H] < −2.2 (solid orange). For comparison, we show the standard halo model (dashed gray) with $v_c = 220$ km/s. Not captured by this figure is the fact that the stellar distributions are not isotropic, as is typically assumed for the standard halo model. The inset shows the expected background-free 95% C.L. limit on the DM spin-independent scattering cross section, assuming the exposure and energy threshold of the LUX experiment [65] for the SDSS and SHM velocity distributions.
metal-poor end of the spectrum depends on the details of their respective metallicity distributions. If they do contribute, then one way to potentially separate their contributions from the virialized component is to identify outliers in the velocity distribution of the most metal-poor stars. Such outliers could point to phase-space substructure as the debris from recent mergers is typically concentrated at the highest velocities [9, 18, 66]. Current evidence from both observation [18] and simulation [67] suggests that the Solar neighborhood is not dominated by a single stream; however, this does not preclude the possibility of lower-density streams or debris flows.

As a first step towards characterizing the DM velocity distribution empirically, we used published results of the velocity distribution of the most metal-poor stars within 4 kpc of the Sun, obtained from SDSS [64]. The corresponding speed distribution for the most metal-poor of the stars sampled has a lower peak speed and smaller dispersion than what is typically assumed in the SHM. In addition, the total velocity distribution is not isotropic, as assumed for the SHM. If this trend continues to hold to lower metallicities, it may affect predictions for the DM scattering rate in direct detection experiments, weakening the published limits on the spin-independent cross section at masses below ∼10 GeV. The wealth of data from Gaia [68] allows us to expand upon the SDSS results. In a follow-up paper, we utilize the first Gaia data release and perform a full statistical comparison of the local metal-poor stellar halo with the SHM expectation, study the consequences for direct detection, and test for the possibility of additional substructure from recent mergers [69].
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[49] See Supplemental Material at http://link.aps.org/supplemental/10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.041102 for a detailed description of the chemical modeling in Eris, which includes Refs. [50–58].


